"And as thus every action, down even to the drawing of a line or utterance of a syllable, is capable of a peculiar dignity in the manner of it, which we sometimes express by saying that it is truly done, (as a line or atone is true,) so also is it capable of a dignity still higher in the motive of it. For there is no action so slight, nor so mean, but it may be done to a great purpose and ennobled therefore ; nor is any purpose so great but that slight actions may help it, and may be so done as to help it much * * * *.?Ruskin.
In continuation of some remarks we were permitted to make, on Dental Periodicals, in the last number of the Journal, we propose at present to offer a few reflections on Dental Associations, which we do not think have been so much as hinted at, much less explicitly expressed, in any of the numerous pieces on the subject with which our professional periodicals have been teeming since the late August meetings. These, in order to be the more perfectly intelligible, will be conveyed in the survey we shall take of the work done by those National Dental Societies which ? have from time to time, been ushered into an ephemeral existence.
We wish to know if these societies have "truly done" and for "a great purpose." If not, it is our hope that these observations may do something at least towards an avoidance in the future, of those apparent abuses to which we shall have occasion to advert. "We fear indeed that here, as in the periodicals, our impartial examinations will show nothing more than very insufficient, and we had almost said, contemptible effort. From the beginning their course has been marked by failure, and as far as we know they have only been efficacious in fostering the petty spirit of competition for notoriety. Our search has been rigid through the transactions of twenty years, and during this period, we have been able to discover two circumstances which reflect credit upon them ; the first relates to the pecuniary assistance extended to a periodical which, through its previous existence and influence, had suggested the expediency of their formation ; the second, to the production of some eight or ten tolerably respectable essays which they appear to have elicited.
Here it may be objected that many eminent authorities have disputed the ability of associations to accomplish real benefit for any science, and that ours is not singular in its situation* ; we still persist, however, that societies found-* Although anciently philosopher and ascetic were synonymous expressions? the pagans, however, discovered that "philosophy," when confined to those who secluded themselves from the world, had already become a mask for hypocrisy, as for example, with the pseudo-cynics,*?now it is almost universally conceded that the spirit of association is all powerful. The (or Association,) it is full of satirical, but forced acknowledgments of its pervading power. These are too numerous, throughout the essay, to permit of more than bare reference, particularly as our note has already reached unwieldy limits.
[Jan'y, had not been mentioned but was nevertheless of interest and is at present valuable. There was also an ''Opening Address," and a "Dissertation" of two pages on things in general. Ten gentlemen had the satisfaction of receiving appointments to read "dissertations" at the next annual meeting, and the society adjourned. In Boston there was a large attendance. Much general activity was displayed and the list of membership increased ; but instead of ten dissertations, science was obliged to put up with the inevitable "Opening Address," three essays, relating to the real objects of the society, and an ethical production by the muse of the profession.
At this epoch in our history personal difficulties began to appear in the place of "advancement of science ;" but as none of these have yet assumed the importance of Leibnitzio-Newtonian controversy we shall not attempt to elucidate them.
Seven dissertations were appointed for the next year and of that number, besides the address, three or four only were presented. The dismal farce of announcing names and subjects was, as usual, gone through with. The gradual diminution in the number appointed and read continued. Five were allotted for the coming year. One, on salivary calculus was read.
In the meantime local societies were starting into being. As might have been anticipated, they were prolific of opening and closing speeches, of hints oft' told, of quackery, of constitution, amendments and the like ; but of true scientific fruit they produced nothing. The parent tree bore all that was to be gathered.
The Has the convention taken one step to advance dental education ?
Has it done anything towards "systematizing and strengthening the exertions of its friends?"
Has it taken any step by which the cause of science may expect to be advanced ?
Has the convention maintained the honor of the profession ? To all of these there is but one reply?no.
The two dental societies of London, notwithstanding their affirmed instability, claim greater consideration than, Chemistry, etc. Thus the real wants of the profession would be measurably supplied.
